
JOYTECH ROUNDUP

Welcome back to another JOYTECH Review Roundup.  As Spring is in the air, and we finish gorging 
ourselves on chocolate eggs, all eyes turn to games, and the quality peripherals to go alongside them!  
This month, JOYTECH's impressive standing amongst specialist press continues with the first review of 
our 'Two Player Dancing Mate' appearing in GamesMaster Magazine (Complete with enthusiastic photo's 
of staff enjoying the mat!), and PowerStation raving as ever for JOYTECH gear!  Dominating this months 
'Invader' Magazine, which is distributed free to hundreds of Indies around the country, and appearing 
everywhere from the complimentary 'EasyJet' Magazine, to the evening Telegraph Newspaper, coverage 
remains varied, positive and unbeatable in our sector!  Next month, we're expecting a healthy does of 
reviews for our new Universal 7inch TFT Monitor, which is currently circulating amongst the nations 
hottest mags.  Stay tuned, and we'll be back after E3!  Enjoy!

"With two players on at the same time, 
you can really have a ball by having 

dancing duels...There is so much fun 
to be had with this device, and all for 

the bargain price of £14.99!"  

"Slick and well thought out...Once 
again, a quality peripheral...for under 

£10, you'd be hard pushed to find 
anything better!" 

 

"Dance games are best as two-player, 
so a two player dance mat makes 

sense yes? Especially at this price!" 

 

"Plugging and playing a PS2 in to your 
motor couldn't be easier thanks to 
JOYTECH's unique in car adaptor!" 

"Response times are sharp and feel 
rock solid...Supremely comfortable...
The Wireless Analog Controller is the 
way forward...you'd be nuts to look 

elsewhere"

"Gamers can expect a secure 
connection to the console without the 
annoyance of the slow response times 

that have plagued other wireless 
controllers...this should be your pad of 

choice...Nice one" 

 

"This in-car power adaptor will supply 
power to your PS2 from your cars 
cigarette lighter socket. It'll also 

provide juice for either of their portable 
Monitors"

 

"Has a 1Mbps response rate 
(Eliminating time lag) and lets you kick 

ass from anywhere in the room" 

 

"The ultimate Virtual Firearm"

 

"Only in the twisted world of your 
mum's mind is watching Eastenders a 

better use of the TV than exploring 
Final Fantasy X-2, so persuade her to 
invest in this portable active matrix 

LCD Monitor!"

"The most accurate we've ever seen...a 
keen price and a great feel...a top 

notch weapon!" 

 

"It comes with two separate controller 
ports and allows two players to take 

part in the ultimate arcade recreation...
A great mat...Best of all is the bargain 

price of just £14.99! Get it in!"

"It works superbly...no timelag, no 
dropout, and a rock solid connection 

at all times...build quality is 
impressive...most importantly, they 

work like a dream!"

"Perfect for quick and portable 
network play...The picture is pin sharp, 
bright colourful, and viewable from any 

angle. Sound is also surprisingly 
good."

"Anyone who knows peripherals 
knows that JOYTECH are the daddies 
when it comes to innovative gear at 

great prices!" 

"JOYTECH's new wireless controller is 
available for the PS2 and Xbox and is 
the product of extensive canvassing 
on what gamers really want from a 

peripheral."

"Win a JOYTECH WilliamsF1 Team 
Racing Wheel. As well as being an 

exact visual replica of the real racing 
wheel, it also vibrates whilst you 

play..."

"JOYTECH Wireless Controller 
Advertisement in 'Invader' Magazine"

"JOYTECH Advertisement in 'EasyJet' 
Magazine"
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